VARIEGATED 3 DUDES MODIFIED QUILT
Using Quintessentials Ombré Border

Cut Six 5” x 44” of the Ombré
Cut Twelve 2 1/2” x 44” of the Ombré
Cut Twenty Four 1 1/2” x 44 of Jet Black

Create Six Strip Sets assembling the rows as shown. Hint: Sew all your strips from the same end to maximize your yield.

Measure the WIDTH of your Strip Set, then, starting at the light side, cut 3 squares from that measurement.

Using TWO MATCHING Squares, lay them Rights Sides Together, with the seams running Perpendicular. Sew all four sides with 1/4” seam.

Once the TWO MATCHING squares are sewing together, Cut Diagonally in BOTH directions, and press to yield FOUR BLOCKS. Repeat for all of your squares.